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Advocate Enablement 
Overview Document

What it Does: 
The Advocate Enablement Overview Document familiarizes you with advocates (or mobilizers), their typical 
profile, and their role in building buying group consensus on a purchase. 

Instructions:

Slide 2: Today’s B2B World

- Refer to this slide to understand how the structure of B2B buying groups is changing today.
Slide 3: Consensus-Building Challenges Confronted by Buying Groups

- Refer to this slide to understand how reaching purchase consensus is becoming more difficult.
Slide 4: Roles Played by Advocates (or Mobilizers)

- Refer to this slide to understand the role of advocates (or mobilizers) in driving purchase consensus.
Slide 5: Typical Profile of an Advocate

- Refer to this slide to understand the typical behaviors and traits of an advocate. 
Slide 6: Advocates’ Barriers to Building Consensus in a Buying Group
- Refer to this slide to understand the key limitations advocates face in driving purchase consensus.
Slide 7: Role of an ‘Advocate Enablement Toolkit’

- Refer to this slide to understand how Marketing can design a toolkit to help advocates overcome the barriers. 
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• Today’s B2B purchases are 
made by large groups of highly 
diverse stakeholders.

• The typical B2B buying group 
includes 5.4 people.

• CEB research has found that 
larger buying groups are 
associated with a lower 
likelihood of purchase.

• Increased stakeholder 
diversity leads to group 
dysfunction as buying group 
members’ goals and interests 
often conflict. In turn, these 
conflicting goals make it hard 
to reach consensus.

Today’s B2B Purchase World

A Typical B2B Buying Group

Impact of Group Diversity on Group DysfunctionImpact of Buying Group Size on Purchase Intent

Source: CEB analysis.

n = 3,000.
Source: CEB/Motista 2013 B2B Value Survey; CEB 
analysis.

n = 911.
Source: CEB 2013 Sales Customer Panel Survey; CEB analysis.
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• Across the purchase process, 
buyers report that reaching 
consensus is 81% more 
difficult than making up their 
own mind.

• Before buyers can agree on a 
supplier, they must first agree 
on the nature of the problem 
and solution.

• Consensus on the solution is 
the hardest stage, followed by 
consensus on the problem. 

• Consensus on the supplier is 
the least difficult form of 
consensus.

Consensus-Building Challenges Confronted by Buying Groups

Source: CEB analysis.
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• Buying group dysfunction and 
consensus-building challenges 
can be overcome by an 
internal change driver or an 
advocate (also referred to as 
mobilizer or influencer). 

• Advocates are passionate 
about the solution offering 
and willing to rally support 
from all key stakeholders. 

• They can connect buying 
group stakeholders to one 
another and drive purchase 
consensus.

Roles Played by Advocates (or Mobilizers)

Two Key Advocate Activities

Advocate

Source: CEB analysis.
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• An advocate is that individual 
in the buying group whose 
personal needs are 
substantially matched by the  
solution offering and its 
features.

• Typically, they push hi-
performance thinking and 
bring healthy debate to sales 
discussions.

Typical Profile of an Advocate

Advocate

Advocate Profile

Source: CEB analysis.
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• Advocates often fail to speak 
up about desired purchases 
due to the perceived risk and 
effort of mobilizing change.

• In fact, half of willing buyers 
are unwilling to advocate for 
desired purchases. This is 
because bigger teams increase 
the perceived risk of 
advocating for a purchase.

• Even when advocates are 
motivated to drive for 
purchase, they face other 
barriers like limitations with 
process knowledge, finding 
common ground, and 
persuasion skills.

Advocates’ Barriers to Building Consensus in a Buying Group

Other Limitations to Building Consensus for Change

Process Knowledge
Advocates may generally lack 
experience driving change as 
well as the specific elements 
required for the case at hand.

Cross-Functional Perspective
Advocates may not be able to 
identify other stakeholders’ 
perspectives on benefits and 
concerns.

Persuasion Skills
Advocates may be risk averse 
and need confidence in their 
ability to address conflicts 
before persuading others.

Source: CEB analysis.
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• Advocates need enabling tools 
to address their limitations in 
building consensus in the 
buying group.

• Marketing can design an 
advocate enablement toolkit 
by putting together content 
pieces that help advocates 
overcome the limitations. 

• Marketing can repurpose Sales 
enablement tools for 
advocates, but it should be 
ensured that the advocate 
enablement toolkit is supplier 
neutral, simple, and 
transparent. 

• Marketing can use 
organization website, Sales 
interactions, and other 
channels to communicate the 
toolkit to advocates.

Role of an ‘Advocate Enablement Toolkit’

Differences Between Sales and Advocate Enablement Toolkits

Advocate 
Limitation

Enabling Piece of Content

Lack of 
willingness to 
drive change

Change testimonials from 
customers on benefits of driving 
change

Lack of 
process 
knowledge

Change process map that gives 
an overview of each step of the 
buying process. 

Lack of 
persuasion 
skills

Objection handling talking points 
that provide stakeholder-specific 
responses to common areas of 
misalignment.

Screenshots from Skillsoft’s Advocate 
Enablement Toolkit (Titled: E-Learning Guide)

Click here to see Skillsoft’s full E-Learning Guide

Sample Content Pieces to Include in an Advocate 
Enablement Toolkit

1. Supplier Neutral: Advocates will not want to appear as a shill for the supplier and appreciate 
independent sources of information.

2. Simple/Low Effort/ Safe: Advocates must see more value in the solution than the effort and risk 
required to achieve it.

3. Transparent: Incentives to other stakeholders as well as the advocate must be transparent or their 
motives will be suspect.

Source: CEB analysis.


